## School Mission

The mission and commitment of Briscoe Elementary School is to provide our students with high-quality teachers, who deliver rigorous, relevant and challenging lessons in all subjects, which will prepare them for the College/Career Readiness path.

## School Vision

The vision of Briscoe Elementary School is to become the model school by producing scholars equipped with the necessary academic skills to excel in college and a career of their choice.

### 1. Planning for Next Year

*Due to low enrollment we have just the right amount of staff to continue but if enrollment continues to decline then changes will need to be made accordingly.*

### 2. Last Two Rounds of Assessment: Working on Plans for Administration

*Reviewed dates once more for the next rounds of assessments in late February. Discussion about Mock settings for the STAAR tested areas and how it would impact the other grade levels. Teachers expressed concerns about “losing” instructional time with students. Discussion then was about being a small campus and needing to use everyone on days similar to these.*
Principal stated that everyone will be taken into consideration but flexibility will be needed with other schedules and times.

3. M-TADS Presentation

Principal reviewed the powerpoint given through district and answered any questions related to it. No questions were about implementation as it was similar to a model used before. Question about when it would be known about full implementation was asked by principal to SDMC member who is on the TADS review committee. Member stated that it had not been fully addressed but it was conveyed that it would most likely be approved and in TADS next school year.

4. Questions, Comments & Concerns

Concern about low enrollment and comments made in the district for next school year. Principal addressed concerns and stated that to his knowledge there had been no talk of
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school closure for the next school year. Principal did state that while this may not be the case for 2019-2020 school year no promises were being made for the year after that if enrollment did not increase. Principal did state that word of mouth was huge in small schools and to encourage parents by dispelling these kinds of rumors when and if they arise.